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About Oliver:
As an bicycle enthusiast and traveller, Oliver is
showing his life behind handlebars as an urban
bicycle explorer. Born and raised in Copenhagen,
Denmark, a bike has always been a part of his life
and his love for exploration inspired him to start his
Behind Handlebars brand.
Oliver is a self-taught photographer, editor and
social media influencer, and his drive and creativity
has resulted in a title as GoPro brand advocate, a 1st
prize in an international photo competition in New
York, live interviews on national TV, and several
collaborations and sponsorships.
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I will start with a scenario. You have just arrived in a new city, a place,
for the very first time and you feel this intense curiosity, your senses
are sharpened. You notice every detail of every building. Taking it all
in. This might be the last time you see this place? This feeling, at least
for me, is the essence of traveling and seeing new places. But have you
ever felt that about your own city?
The realization I had a couple of years ago was that I didn’t really
know my city. I took the details for granted; the architecture, the views
and everything that makes Copenhagen unique. I wanted to change
that. I wanted to get that feeling of wonder that you get when you visit
a city for the first time. I grabbed my bike and decided to go see some
of the attractions that tourists see when they visit Copenhagen. Instead
of just pedalling past it as I normally did, I stopped. Stopped and
actually looked at my city. It was wonderful!
This laid the foundation for my project. On one hand I wanted to show
my city to the rest of the world from a very danish perspective: from
behind the handlebars. On the other hand I wanted to inspire people to
bike and use that as a tool for pleasure and exploration.
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Behind Handlebars in Numbers
27. November 2019

Total Followers

Total Likes

Total Comments

+43,9K

30,2K

+1,1M

Average Engagement Rate

Average Likes per Picture

2%

Average Comments per Picture

916

27

(Past year)

True Global Reach:

(Past year)
Followers Gender Distribution

Top Demographies

153 other
different
countries

1) USA

Women
24 %

15 %
2) UK

8%

3%

10) Indonesia

9) Mexico

Men
76 %

10 %

38 %

3%

7%

8) France

2

13-17

3% 6%
3% 4%

7) Germany

Percentage Age Distribution

3) Brazil

4) Italy
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25-34
5) Denmark
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6) Spain
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Take-Away Points
Strong and growing community: +19.000 pictures
shared via the hashtag #behindhandlebars
GoPro Brand Advocate: Published on GoPro
Taiwan(China), GoPro UK & GoPro India
Follower Interests: Cycling, traveling, urbanization,
nature & lifestyle.
True Global Reach: Followers from 163 different
countries.

Strong Engagement: A total of more than
1 million likes on Behind Handlebars on
Instagram

40

Selected Publications
Go’ Aften Danmark, TV2 Denmark, National Television
Segment specifically focused on my life behind handlebars on instagram, my pictures, my motivation
and visions for the project. Aired live on Friday the 17th of February 2017, 5:30pm.

GoPro Taiwan/
China, Facebook
Exclusive profil presentation of
the project on the official
Taiwan/China GoPro page on
Facebook

Chinese Fitness Company ⾏行行者, in
APP and WeChat publication
Interview and photo publishing through the growing
Chinese company ⾏行行者, with 5 million active users on
their APP. The interview received more than 22.000
views in 1 day on their WeChat profile.

GoPro UK & GoPro India,
Facebook+Instagram
GoPro featured and premiered my
video ‘Life Behind Handlebars’ on their
Facebook pages. The video has been
viewed 200.000 times.

Live interview on BBC
Radio Sheffield, Toby
Foster at Breakfast
Interviewed liv on BBC Radio Sheffield
about my project and my time visiting
Sheffield and the Outdoor City; an
event I was invited to as an influencer.
19th of April 2018

Two-page article about
Behind Handlebars
The Danish Cycling Association’s
magazine ‘Cyklister’ wrote a full article
on Behind Handlebars, the growing
global community and the posters.
1. May, 2018

T-Mobile Instagram
Collaboration
Provided content for the American TMobile Instagram.
2. May, 2018

Exclusive interview on TV2
ECHO
1 minute segment exclusively about
Behind Handlebars on the online
channel TV2 ECHO (part of national TV
channel T V2). +70.000 views on
facebook and +30.000 on Instagram.
15. April 2019

Go’ Morgen Denmark Live
Interview, Danish national
TV
Exclusive +8 minute interview about the
bike tour Behind Handlebars coarranged to North Korea.
6. November, 2019

